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List of Publications – Kyunghee, Lee


Lee, K. & Schuett, M.A. (2011, October). \textit{A spatial socio-demographic analysis around Texas national parks}. Poster presentation at the Southeast Regional Cooperative Ecosystems Studies Units Meeting, St. Petersburg, FL.


**PUBLICATIONS**
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**Refereed Journal Articles and Book Chapter**


**Refereed Conference Presentations**


**Non-Refereed Journal Articles**


**Technical Reports**


Journal Articles (published or in press)
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Conference Papers


Sam Roberson


PUBLICATIONS:

Mike Petriello


Petriello, M.A., S.E. Hagell, & C.L. Chambers, In Prep. Local Ecological Knowledge and Environmental Concerns in Nicaraguan Tropical Dry Forest Communities. To be submitted to Conservation & Society.


PRESENTATIONS:


Petriello, M.A., M. E. Lee, and C. L. Chambers. 2010. Bats in the Wildland-Urban Interface:
Understanding resident perception, knowledge, and support for conservation, FS 111, Ecology and Behavior of Bats (September 2010).


Mathew Stone


Kenneth E. Wallen  
(Human Dimensions of Natural Resources Lab, Dr. Kyle)  

PUBLICATIONS  

Wallen, K. E., Baum, K. A., & Fuhlendorf, S. D. In review. Effects of rangeland management practices on bee (Hymenoptera: Apoidea) communities and floral resources.  


PRESENTATIONS  


Wallen, K. E. (2010, December). Fire, grazing, and herbicide: effects of rangeland management on bee and floral communities in Oklahoma. Oklahoma State Graduate Seminar, Stillwater, OK.  

Wallen, K. E. (2010, November). The effects of herbicide application on bee communities and floral resource availability within rangelands. Oklahoma Academy of Science, Broken Arrow, OK.  


CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS:


POSTER PRESENTATIONS:
Youth Development Initiative Conference, Austin, TX.

MANUSCRIPTS IN PROGRESS:

Melton, K. K., & Edwards, M. B. (in review). Leisure Parenting: Do family leisure activities affect youth-parent cohesion?


Edwards, M. B., Melton, K. K., Bocarro, J., Kanters, M., and Casper, J. (in process) Perceived Administrative Barriers to Providing Intramural Sports in North Carolina Middle Schools

Edwards, E. B., Bocarro, J., Shores, K., Pitts, S. Melton, K. K. (in process) A qualitative look at perceived opportunities for and constraints to youth LTPA in rural Southern communities.

Jingxian Jiang

Conference proceedings:


Presentations:


PUBLICATIONS IN REFEREED JOURNALS


CONFERENCE PRESENTATION AND ABSTRACTS


Lee, K.J. (Accepted: Poster). A critical review on serious leisure: Beyond Stebbins' conceptualization. 2012 Leisure Research Symposium at National Recreation and Park Association Congress and Exposition, Anaheim, CA


INVITED LECTURES
Lee, K.J., Spring 2011, RPTS201 - Foundations of Recreation and Parks, Texas A&M University, Title of lecture: Leisure Behavior of Minorities: Key Concepts and General Trends; guest lecture

Lee, K.J., Fall 2010, RPTS340 - Recreation, Parks and Diverse Populations, Texas A&M University, Title of lecture: Leisure Patterns among Asian Americans; guest lecture

Lee, K.J., Spring 2010, Graduate Tourism Marketing, Kyonggi University, Title of lecture: Explaining Americans’ Outdoor Recreation Patterns using Secondary Data: A Multiple Hierarchy Stratification Perspective; guest lecture

Lee, K.J., Spring 2010, RPTS340 - Recreation, Parks and Diverse Populations, Texas A&M University, Title of lecture: Leisure Patterns among Asian Americans; guest lecture

Lee, K.J., Fall 2009, RPTS 301 - Leisure and Recreation, Texas A&M University, Title of lecture: Interracial Contact during Recreational Sport Activities; guest lecture

Lee, K.J., Spring 2009, RPTS340 - Recreation, Parks and Diverse Populations, Texas A&M University, Title of lecture: Leisure Patterns among Asian Americans; guest lecture

INVITED PRESENTATIONS


Lee, K.J., Spring. 2010, Korean American Males’ Interracial Contact Experiences during Serious Leisure Activity, Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences, Texas A&M University.

Publications
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Professional Presentations


